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“Good habits
formed at
youth make
all the
difference.”

FA L L 2 018

–Aristotle
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I M P R OV I N G O N PA R A D I S E
Cover: Sunset at the Au Paradis Vineyard in
Oakville, NapaValley.
Above: Sir Peter andVineyard Manager,
Javier Aviña, observing work on the vines.
‘Tucker’, our winery dog, takes a closer look.

– a modern reshaping
of a classic gem

TERROIR | FALL 2018

In 1982, when Sir Peter first saw our Knights Valley property,
he called the dusty cattle ranch “a diamond in the rough.”
While there were no vineyards or winery facilities, he knew it
had the makings of something very special.
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Above: Paul Michael lends scale to one of two of the crushing machines used in rock removal
at Au Paradis. Each machine was twice as long as a British double-decker bus.

Of the 41 acres we purchased, 26 were under grape vines. We immediately
identified eight acres to be pulled and replanted. More on these later. For the 18
acres we kept in place, we set about bringing them as close as possible to the
viticultural standards we practice at our other properties. Years of effort and more
than a little patience was required.
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As the ink was drying on the contract, we removed a stand of eucalyptus trees from
the western border of the property. These non-native species were brought to
California from Australia in the 1800s for use as lumber and wind breaks. However,
when planted near vineyards their potent aromatic oils show up in the aromas of the
wine, masking the true nature of the terroir.
We completely retrained the vines using aVertical Shoot Positioned (VSP) system similar to
what we use at our other vineyards. We left the spread at the top to afford adequate shade
over the fruit.

Almost three decades later, when we first saw the Napa Valley vineyard that is now
Au Paradis, we had a similar reaction. In this case, we saw a classically cut gem we
knew would benefit from a little modern reshaping.
Historically, we have developed all of our vineyards from scratch, starting with land
that had never been under vines. Our Oakville property was the first time we had
ever purchased an operating vineyard. While the site was highly regarded, and was
producing tremendous wines, it had not been planted and managed as we would
have done. By addressing a variety of issues, we were confident we could make the
vineyard perform at an even higher level.
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Next, we addressed the trellising, converting the relatively sprawling canopies to a
tighter vertical shoot positioned (VSP) system much like we use in Knights Valley
and Seaview. VSP trains the vines in a hedge-like form, allowing for efficient
photosynthesis in the canopy and adequate air circulation lower on the vine where
the fruit forms. In a nod to the somewhat warmer growing conditions at Oakville,
as compared to Knights Valley, we allowed the top of the canopy to spread a bit
wider, thus increasing the shade protection over the fruit.
Our Winemaker, Nicolas Morlet, feels strongly that all of the world’s ‘Grand Crus’
have one thing in common: perfect drainage. Well-drained sites by their very nature
encourage the vines to develop deep, extensive roots. These, in turn, help get an
expression of terroir infused into the fruit and the resulting wine. In a very real way,
PETERMICHAELWINERY.COM | 800 354 4459
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controlling the vines’ access to water is one of the keys to great wine.
Optimizing this balance was one of the challenges in taking the vineyard
to the next level.
Au Paradis sits on a raised sloping plateau on the east side of Napa
Valley. The red rocky iron-rich soil is by its very nature extremely well
drained. However, the east side of the property receives an incredible
amount of runoff from the slopes above, creating less-than-perfect
conditions. The solution was to install a system of French drains to
capture the subsurface flow and channel it to a canyon and natural water
course at the north end of the property. The result has been much more
even and consistent vine growth across the entire vineyard.
California’s dry summer climate coupled with the extremely well
drained conditions in our vineyards pretty much ensures that we will
need to help the vines with a little extra water from time to time. This
is especially important during hot spells when the vine’s need for water
outstrips its ability to find enough. For this reason, all of our vineyards
are equipped with drip irrigation.
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Au Paradis had drip irrigation when we purchased it, but the system did
not have the capacity to irrigate the whole vineyard at once. The fix was
neither simple nor cheap. Under the direction of Vineyard Manager,
Javier Aviña, we re-engineered the entire irrigation system giving it the capacity to
water the entire property at once. To make this possible, we also needed to augment
the water supply. A new well was drilled and water storage tanks were added giving
us the necessary capacity.
Given the quality of the wines this site had produced in the past, we were
determined to put our best foot forward with our first vintage from the property.
But, we had to pay our dues first. Paul Michael explains it this way:
“2010 was a cooler than normal vintage. The team managed the canopy accordingly, removing
leaves to gain sun exposure on the fruit only to have mother nature served up an unexpected
two-day heat spike in late August. Temperatures at Au Paradis topped 114 degrees, reducing the
crop to raisins. Frustrating though it was, we chalked the incident up to experience, but moved
completion of the irrigation upgrades to the front burner. It is rare that one can say this in the
wine business, but in this instance, a tiny bit, but not too much, patience was required. Perhaps
that is Oakville for you!
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Above and below: An excavator wrangling gravel at Au Paradis. We removed 10,000 tons of
boulders, crushed them into gravel. Much of it was backbreaking work.
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The view from above. Our Au Paradis Vineyard sits on a raised plateau
300 feet above the valley floor.

The team learnt quickly and were rewarded with the debut 2011 vintage of Au Paradis.
Released in 2014, a full five years after we purchased the property. We were all absolutely
delighted when the following 2012 vintage was selected by ‘Wine Spectator’ as the number one
wine in their top 100 wines of 2015.”

machines so large they barely fit up the tiny road that leads to our vineyard. The first
broke wrecking ball-sized rocks into grapefruit-sized chunks. The second turned the
‘grapefruits’ into gravel. We used some of the gravel to redo the roads on the
property and ploughed the remainder back into the vineyard.

As mentioned above, rocky soil is generally a good thing for vineyards. However,
boulders are another matter altogether. They can easily stunt the development of a
vine planted directly on top, leading to very uneven growth. This is exactly the
situation we faced in the eight acres slated for redevelopment. The only real cure
was to dig out the boulders— all 10,000 tons of them.

With rock removal complete, we installed the drainage and irrigation infrastructure
and recently completed replanting the blocks to Cabernet Sauvignon and Cabernet
Franc. Over time, these new blocks will gain the maturity required for them to find
their way into the Au Paradis bottling. Paul and Emily sum up our path forward,
“Patience is required until the new blocks will be in full production and many more years of
learning about Au Paradis terroir are ahead of us. But it is an exciting journey, especially with
each of our Cabernets blends from the different AVA’s, indeed different counties, in a glass in
front of us!”

Local regulations barred us from removing the boulders from the property, which
meant we had to dispose of them on-site. To accomplish this, we brought in two
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Photo by Jak Wonderly/Wine Spectator Magazine

addition to our financial commitment, we look forward to sharing our expertise
with the students in various levels of the wine business program.”
The Peter Michael Winery Executive Classroom will be an integral component of
SSU’s new state-of-the-art Wine Business Institute facility. It will provide an
environment where the current and future leaders of the wine industry can learn
about sales and marketing.

SU P P O RTI N G EDUCATION
We celebrate th e op e n ing o f the
P M W Cl a ssroom at Son oma State
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“We are grateful for the generosity of the Peter Michael Winery and their
partnership in furthering our vision to be the global leader in wine business
research and education,” said Ray Johnson, director, Wine Business Institute. “This
gift will make a difference for years to come.”
Below: A view of ‘our’ classroom captured in a video monitor. Photographer Penny Wolin grabs
this unique perspective of the PMW team hanging a panorama of our property she created.
We decorated the classroom with images of our vineyards and other artwork.

Almost three years ago we were proud to announce our
support of Sonoma State University's (SSU) School of
Business and Economics. Our gift in the amount of $300,000
was used to create The Peter Michael Winery Executive
Classroom at the new Wine Spectator Learning Center, the
home of SSU's Wine Business Institute. We are now equally
proud to let you know “our classroom’ is open and serving
students. The grand opening was May 29.
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Located in the heart of wine country, Sonoma State
University's Wine Business Institute is one of the most
important and comprehensive wine business educational
programs in the world. The Institute's curriculum includes
courses in finance and accounting, production and
operations, and sales and marketing programs specific to the
wine industry.
“The Winery is delighted to have the opportunity to partner
with Sonoma State University in furthering the development
of the Wine Business Institute,” said Paul Michael. “The
curriculum offered by the Wine Business Institute fills an
important need and we are very excited to contribute to the
future impact this program will have in the wine industry. In
TERROIR | FALL 2018
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EVENTS

Join Sir Peter, Paul & Emily Michael for
Stars Knights Valley
Peter Michael Estate | Calistoga

Saturday, July 28
Chef Christopher Kostow

3 Michelin Stars, 2018 James Beard nominee, Outstanding Chef
Chef Katianna Hong

2018 Food & Wine Best New Chef

G R OW I N G S E A S O N S
AND HARVESTS

from Nicolas Morlet

“Juice yields were quite
low, resulting in wines of
incredible depth and
concentration.”

Se ating is limited. For reservations :

415.33 9.0 4 0 0 jenny @ petermichaelfoundation.org
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Stars laguna Beach
October 13, 2018 | Details TBA
Stars San Francisco
Fall 2018 | Details TBA
Peter Michael Foundation hosts fundraising dinners throughout
the year to support its prostate cancer mission. We have made
significant progress recently in accelerating new diagnostics &
treatments, improving patient care, promoting active surveillance
protocol and facilitating patient referrals.

2015 Vintage of Cabernet at Oakville

The winter was dry, with only 75% of normal rainfall, continuing four years of
drought. Unseasonably warm temperatures accelerated bud break by three to four
weeks. March brought welcomed rain. Fortunately, bloom had already occurred so the
crop was unaffected. Steady warm temperatures dominated the remainder of the
growing season providing ideal ripening conditions. The crop load level was balanced
and didn’t require any hand thinning. A surge of hot temperatures accelerated the pace
of harvest and made picking decisions crucial this vintage. No doubt affected by the
drought, juice yields were quite low, resulting in wines with incredible depth and
concentration.
2017 Vintage of Sauvignon Bl anc in Knights Valley

The 2017 growing season began with abundant rainfall, ending California’s long
drought. Spring weather was cool but dry, resulting in an extended blooming period
and some shatter. Vines were vigorous thanks to the winter rains and aggressive canopy
management and fruit thinning brought the crop into optimal balance. Warmer than
normal conditions after veraison accelerated ripening leading to an early start of
harvest. A return of cooler conditions allowed our Sauvignon Blanc and Sémillon to
gradually reach perfect ripeness. Picking was completed on the last day of September
with a moderately sized harvest, resulting in elegant vintage of L’Après-Midi with a
distinctive exotic edge.
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2018 FALL RELEASE

2 016 Ma Danseuse Estate Pinot Noir

THE WINEMAKER’S
TA S T I N G N OT E S
from Nicolas Morlet
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The 2016 Ma Danseuse charms the eye with its distinctively deep red ruby hue. The nose
exhibits a bouquet of roses, raspberry, Griotte cherry, strawberry, leather with a subtle note of
violet. The palate shows balance and refinement, with subtle notes of delicate red fruits, red rose
petal, cloves, vanilla, hazelnut and a mineral driven finish. The tannins are well integrated and
the texture silky. The 2016 vintage reward two years of cellaring and will continue to develop
for two decades or more.
2 016 Clos du Ciel Estate Pinot Noir

Offering elegance, complexity, richness and long-term ageability, the 2016 Clos du Ciel is an
exceptional wine. It delights the eye with its red-ruby hue tinged subtly with purple. The nose is
filled with aromas of raspberry liqueur, black cherry, strawberry, black truffle, blackberry, and
leather. Balanced and rich in the mouth, the notes of red forest fruits, cloves, vanilla and violet
are stunning. Earthy and gamey components complete the intense mouth feel. The texture is
sensual, silky and stylish with impressive length. The 2016 vintage will reward two years of
cellaring and will continue to develop for two decades or more.

2 015 Au Par adis Estate Cabernet Sauvignon

2 016 Mon Pl aisir Estate Chardonnay

With a deep red ruby color, 2015 Au Paradis offers elegant notes of cassis, blackberry blossom,
black cherry, chocolate, licorice, cinnamon and an exotic touch of orange rind. In the mouth,
the texture is velvety and loaded with black currant, cassis liqueur, game, dark chocolate, plum
eau de vie, black olive, iron-like minerality and discreet notes of fur. The finish is round,
refined, complex and meaty with incredible length. This wine will continue to develop and age
gracefully for three decades or more.

The wine is intense and perfumed, exhibiting an exquisite bouquet of lemon cream, fresh butter,
grapefruit and a flint-like minerality, with subtle notes of greengage. The palate is rich,
full-bodied and creamy with beautiful hints of fresh lemon, pear, apple and brioche. A mineral
character with hints of pain grillé and almond complete the mouth feel of this wine and its long
finish. True to its name, the 2016 Mon Plaisir is indeed a pleasure. Enjoyable now, it will age for
15 years or more.

2 015 L’ Esprit des Pavots Estate Cabernet Blend

2 016 Ma Belle- Fille Estate Chardonnay

Spectacularly rich and intense, the 2015 L’Esprit des Pavots displays all the features which
characterize the Les Pavots terroir: blueberry, vanilla bean, licorice, chocolate, cedar and coffee.
The fruit of younger vines brings additional aromas of black cherry, strawberry, red cherry,
plum, leather, tobacco, clove, cardamom and white pepper to the complex bouquet. The palate is
full-bodied, rich, concentrated, and polished, exhibiting abundant, firm tannins and a lingering
finish. Fruit forward and enjoyable at the release, this wine should age for a decade or more.

Spectacular and intense, the 2016 Ma Belle-Fille boasts aromas of ripe peach, tangerine blossom,
brioche-like pastry elements, golden apple and nectarine, accented with oyster shell minerality.
Generous in the mouth, rich and concentrated, the wine displays flavors of Williams pear,
honey, dried almond, chamomile, and orange rind with notes of gingerbread and a touch of
exotic pineapple. In the mouth, the wine is tactile and gourmand with extreme purity. Layered
and seductive, the finish is very long. The wine will age gracefully for a decade or more.

2 017 L’Après - Midi Estate Sauvignon Bl anc

2 016 Point Rouge Estate Chardonnay

The 2017 L’Après-Midi is a superb expression of our estate terroir. Intense and exotic on the
nose, the bouquet exhibits spring flowers, honeysuckle, iris, pink roses, citrus, and passion fruit
completed by acacia honey. The mouth feel is balanced, rich and elegant with zesty flavors
reminiscent of the aromas with addition of bergamot, greengage, pastry elements, and subtle
notes of toasted almond. Present now, the signature minerality will become more pronounced
with age. The finish is layered, gourmand, and extremely long and elegant. Although the wine is
already accessible, it will age gracefully for a decade.

Elegant, complex and rich, the 2016 Point Rouge is an exceptional wine. The nose is filled with
aromas of vine blossom, ripe apple, citrus oils, orange rind, William pear, almond and acacia
honey. Seamless and rich in the mouth, notes of mangosteen, brioche, crème brûlée, honeysuckle, vanilla, spice cake and white truffle are framed with an oyster shell minerality. The wine
offers a rare harmony as well as extraordinary tactile persistence. Already refined, the wine will
gain even more complexity in 4-5 years and should continue to age gracefully for three decades.
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